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Foreword

This booklet introduces the reader to the mission and functions
of a major new unit within the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE): the
Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM).
The Secretary of Energy established EM in November 1989,
implementing a central purpose of DOE's first annual Environmental
Restoration and Waste ManagementFive-Year Plan, which had _?._._
appeared three months earlier. The contents of this booklet, and their "__"?_
arrangement, reflect (and will, it is hoped, serve as a kind of appetizer
for) the annual update of the Five-Year Plan.

Over 2000 feet beneath a desert In New Mexico, a technician inspects a borehole in
salt rock. This DOE demonstration facility will assess the suitability of underground
salt formations for the safe disposal of certain radioactive waste,
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'...... EM Organization
i

"rbe Five- Year Plan
Characterizes the Evolution
and Future of EM's Program

Our nation has entered an era in which the public is
demanding cleanup and restoration of its environment,
understandable information, and participation in decision making.
DOE's culture, which grew out of the Atomic Energy Commission's
culture of classification, compartmentalization, and strict-need-to-
know dissemination of it_formation,was in direct conflict with this
demand for public involvement. DOE recognized this situation as
outdated, and committed to changing its culture into one of more
openness and public involvement in decision making and policy
direction. One of the results of this commitment to an open culture....
dedicated to the restoration of the Nation's environment--was the
creation of the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
(EM) Five-Year Plan.

In March 1989, the Secretary promised Congress he would
soon deliver a comprehensive plan outlining specific actions DOE
intended to undertake over the next five years to achieve compliance
with national environmental laws and to begin cleanup and restoration
of sites contaminated over the past 40 years. Although the
development and production schedule seemed nearly impossible for
such an important document, the Secretary recognized the need to
take immediatecharge of DOE's problems.

First published in August 1989, and updated annually, the
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Five-Year Plan

_ contains the framework for EM to characterize, prioritize, and
consolidate cleanup activities for every site. Under the Five-Year

ii!iiii_!ii_:i Plan, immediate problems are to be confined and corrected. The
:::::ii::::iiii:: priorities of a 30-year compliance and cleanup effort are based on

credible science and technology.

il}!!::_:_:_:_i In November 1989, DOE issued a Draft Applied Research,
i_iiii::::!!i_!!ii:::ii::_:::!::iiii!!i!i:_!_iii!i:/_i!iiiiiiii!:_iii_:ii!iDevelopment, Demonstration, Testing, and Evaluation (RDDT&E)

Plan. The RDDT&E Plan is a real attempt to get results from research
!!ii i and technology demonstrations within a timetable driven by a hard::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

assessment of need and risk. Decisions will be made based on
performance, and return on the dollar spent. DOE is building a
methodology that applies tough cost/benefit criteria to ali waste-

_ related activities. DOE is using industry and peer academic input to
............... determine what's really useful and achievable. Thus, time won't be

wasted on evaluating competing proposals that have limited value.
:_:_:_........... The RDDT&E Plan is now a full-fledged section of the Five-Year Plan.
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EM Organization !i:i,_i_iii_:i;_il

Ye ?,?i!:ig:$i:i$i::The Five- ar Plan '"':'_'"'"'_'_:_'""_'_
Characterizes the Evolution _'"'::'""_,',_i_:._:_
and Future of EM'$ Program ?!_,_?.',ii'_

!i!iiiiil;!iiii

i:i:!:!:!:i:

The Five-Year Plan supports DOE's strategy for meeting its :::_:_:_:_:_:_
30-year compliance and cleanup goal. This strategy involves" (1)
focusing DOE's activities on eliminating or reducing known or :ii::!:_
recognized potential risks to worker and public health and the !:i_:.:i!!!i:!ili_i
environment, (2) containing or isolating, removing, or detoxih/ing onsite
and offsite contamination, and (3) developing technology to achieve
D0 E's environmental goals. :.::i!ii::i:ii::i::i::i!i:.i::i

...............:.i:i:!i_::iI
: :i i!i! :iii:

i:i

i!i!iiiiiiii!!ii!!

:i:i:!:i:i:iiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii



EM Organization

Why the New EM Organization ?

In its Five-Year Plan, DOE has committed to a 30-year goal of
compliance and cleanup. That is, by the year 201.9,DOE's goal is to
have cleaned up its current inventory of inactive sites and facilities
and, °na much faster track,bring its nuclear-related sites and facilities
into compliance with applicable Federal, State, and IocaJlaws and
regulations. Before the creation of EM, no single DOE focal point
existed for such activities; programs responsible for these activities

_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_::_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_._:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:were spread among three distinct management elements--Defense
Programs, Nuclear Energy, and Energy Research. The lack of a
consolidated management approach reflected a less than top priority
for waste-related compliance and cleanup, lt also hampered DOE

ii ii i !! i!iil ii! ii! i! i frOmandstrictresp°ndingenvironmentaleffectivelyandrequirements.efficientlyto increasingly numerous
_{_:_:_{_:_i_i_i_{_{_:_:._i_i_i_i_i_i_i{_i_i_i_i_i_i{i_i_i_i_i_iHowever, on June 27, 1989, as part of his 10-point initiative,

the Secretary announced that environmental compliance and cleanup
were now a higher priority than nuclear materials and weapons
production. Clearly, a new age was dawning for DOE. There would
no longer be nuclear materials or weapons production without
environmental compliance. And just as clearly, new strategic planning
would have to emerge; and a new, large, dedicated organization
would have to take responsibility for implementing the Secretary's

i ill i ! i vision of environmental stewardship. Thus, DOE created the Office ofEMto consolidate DOE-wide responsibility for compliance and

i i ii cleanup and to give it the attention of top-level management.

::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:i:i:!:i;i:i:i:i:?:!:i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::======================================================================================
::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i !ii!iililii!iii
iiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiili!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiil
iii!iiiiiiiiiiiii:i:iiliiiiiiiiliiiliii!iiiiliiiiiiiiiill
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EM Organization ',';',,,,,,,

_i:_::::_::_.:::,

EM as tho Cornerstone of

DOE's Emerging New Culture
The Secretary has mandated that the "trust-me" culture that

pervaded DOE and its predecessor agencies for more than 40 years
must yield,to a "watch-me" culture. As waste and contamination from
DOE's defense-related nuclear activities have taken the brunt of
increasing congressional, regulatory, and public concern and _i_;ii_!!i_:,_i;:i
scrutiny, so must EMtake the lead in conducting its compliance and

II efforts with excellence, timeliness, and cost-effectiveness.cleanup
It's impossible to redress, ali at once, the effects of decades of
activities now determined to be hazardous to human health and :_::_:,:......
safety and the environment.

Likewise, it's impossible to change overnight the culture--the "-::i;::_.:_:._:.i._i_ii_!:,!/:;!i_i;_:_.
motivational structure--of tens of thousands of DOE and contractor
employees across the nation. DOE's largely closed, hands-off
posture reflected prevailing executive, congressional, and public
concerns for national security. The Secretary's new vision recognizes " ..............."" ........: .................
that, though DOE's purely defense-related activities must remain :i:i..!::i ::::..:. ::,: '.: i::.,:.".: :.: :.::

classified, its activities in environmental restoration and waste
management must be open and openly communicated. They must be . ::::_
subject not merely to applicable laws and regulations but to the
invited participation of affected parties at ali levels of government and

the private sector. _ _.

An example of this new openess is the State and Tribal :....::_::iii::::::i::i_:::_:......::
Government Working Group (STGWG), which DOE created in early (i:1:i:.i.i?:i:::::::"::i.:.
1989 to review formulative drafts of the Five-Year Plan. Made up of •., .

representatives appointed by governors and tribal leaders from State
and tribal lands hosting DOE facilities and waste sites, STGWG also
includes representatives of the National Governors' Association, the . "ii:::.i:

National Conference of State Legislatures, and the NationalAssociation of Attorneys General. STGWG was instrumental in
helping DOE establish its 30-year goal of compliance and cleanup.

STGWG not only reviews the Five-Year Plan but also discusses ::i i . "._.
related issues DOE brings before it or which STGWG members bring
up for discussion.

: :, .. ::: : ':, :.:: ::.:' :::.: .' . .

Another group, containing some STGWG members as well as
representatives from the Environmental Prolection Agency, the -
Natural Resources Defense Council, and the Environmental Defense ::.i:.::.i:/_i:i!i/:_::_i:::::.:.:::.:_:::::i:

Fund, has been working with DOE to develop a rigorous, risk-based ... i :; .....::::::": -methodology for prioritizing compliance and cleanup activities. :i_
:. < ,. ,:, • ,•. :, . ,,, ,

........ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ................ _± ....... i, ....
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EM Organization

EM Structure and
Responsibilities

The Office of EM consists of three programmatic offices and
two support offices. The accompanying chart shows EM's structure
and its position within DOE.

The Office of Waste Operations has program responsibility for
:i_!_i_i_!i_i waste management at ali DOE sites. Waste management includes
._:_:_:_ the treatment, storage, and disposal of several types of waste' high-
::_._:_:_:_::: level radioactive waste; transuranic radioactive waste, including the

Waste IsolationPilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico; Iow-

i_i:_!_i::_:_:_:::_:_:_i_i_i_i::_i_:_:_:_level radioactive waste; chemically hazardous waste; mixed (both
_:_::::: radioactive and chemically hazardous) waste; and sanitary waste.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i i Waste minimization efforts are directed from this Office, as are

:ii!i::i_i:::i::!i::i:i::!i:ii::tii::i::!i!ii::i!i!iiii!i! ! i Corrective Activities (activities necessary to bring active and standby
•:_:_::::::::::_;_ facilities into compliancewith applicable local, State, and Federal
iiii:::i regulations) at waste management facilities.
i:i.l.ii 'i

_::_:.:_._:ii_._:j_i_i_i_i!_i_ii_ii_!iii_ii_!i_i_i!_i_!i!_ii_i_i_:i!_iii_i_i!i!iii:_ii!The Office of Environmental Restoration has program
responsibility for cleanup of inactive, hazardous, and radioactive waste
release sites at DOE sites and some non-DOE sites for which DOE

ii l has responsibility. Environmental Restoration includes remedial! _i::i_:_i::i:i_ actions and decontamination and decommissioning (D&D). Remedial
actions comprise ali aspects of the assessment and cleanup of known

:: : :_:_ and suspected inactive release sites. D&D is concerned with the safe
caretaking of surplus nuclear facilities until their decontamination,
followed by entombment, dismantling and removal, or conversion to
another use.

The Office of Technology Development has program
responsibility for providing new and more effective technologies for
meeting DOE's 30-year goal for compliance and cleanup. Included
are research and development of new technologies; demonstration,
testing, and evaluation of technologies developed elsewhere and
internally; educational programs to produce the scientists and
engineers needed to reach the goal; and transportation.

i_':_!::i!::i_t::iiii_ The Office of Planning and Resource Management suppcrtsthe program offices in budget preparation and accounting. The Office
of Quality Assurance and Quality Control perfoms independent
internal oversight to ensure compliance with environmental and safety
laws and regulations, and to assure the technical validity and cost

ii_:_i:_:_i_!_:!_.-_:._i_:_:.i_::i_:i_i_.i_=i_it?_=_i_:_:_=:_i_:_:=_i_=_effectiveness of programs and projects.
...:,: -:i.....,,,,...

?ii_i!i_iliiiii!iiiii!iiiiiiiiii:..........
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EM Organization

Secretary of Energy

I

Deputy Secretary

1 -------

Under Secretary

Assistant

Assistant Other DOE Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant Defense

Nuclear Secretaries Programs
Energy

Office of Planning IOffice of Environmental
= and Resource 1 Quality Assurance/

Management 1 Quality Control-

I Office of Office of

Office of Waste Environmental Technology

Operations Restoration Development

B The neworganizationstructureIntegratesenvironmentalrestoration,wasteoperations,andtechnology
developmentactivitiesandsupportsthe30-yearcomplianceandcleanupgoal.

II

,.-f.=_



EM Organization

Working to Resolve
Infrastructure Limitations

DOE's Office of EM is not yet fully staffed. DOE recognizes
that the infrastructure needed to accomplish the work outlined under
the Five-Year Plan does not exist and will not exist for some time.
Staffing of EM is proceeding as rapidly as practical, but the
organization will not be able to manage additional program increases

iii:_:::_i for at least two years. Although DOE's Operations Offices have also
_:_:_ embarked on similar expansions, they face a period of too few

managers and technical staff. Contractor organizations are also
growing and are beginning to experience shortages of qualified
applicants.

DOE does not now ktlow the precise resource limits of the
cleanup industry, but it is aware of the concern that exists throughout
government and the private sector. Preliminary estimates indicate that
DOE and its contractors mu£,tincrease staff to at least two and one-
half times present levels.

To help combat the infrastructure problem, DOE is sponsoring
:_:__ research through the Oak Ridge Associated Universities and,

separately, through the University of Tennessee, to evaluate the
human and industrial resources available to meet the anticipated
demand for environmental cleanup. DOE has also begun education,

:_::_ training, and outreach activities to educate and train the human
:_:_ resources necessary to meet its 30-year compliance and cleanup

goal.

:iiii!ii!!!i

i!iiiii!ii!iii
:i:i:!:i:i:i:!



ii: ii!       i! iii  i ii  iiiiii iii    i!!iiii iii  !!ii iiii ii iiii ii!ii  i!i iiii iiiiii!    !i iiiiii iIi ii i i!Iiii    iii iii
Management of Waste from Past and Current DOE
Nuclear Programs Has Been Consolidated.

Assistant Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Office of Energy
il Defense Nuclear Energy Research

ii

I:)rn_ r_m¢_ Basic.Energy Sciences
-- " _ _ "_ ' ' ' _ ....... 1 FusionEnergy

.Nuclear t::nergy Ht_U Health & Environmental Research
rv Remedial Action and Waste High Energy and NuclearMilita., Application ....

Nuclear Materials Production /ecnnoiogy Physics
Uranium Enrichment Multlprogram Energy Laboratories

--Facilities Support

Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management (EM)

DOE's major nuclear programs generate waste. EM Is responsible for managing this waste and the
sites which generate it.

Alaska

e

iiiiiii;iiiiii
" -2iiiiiiiiiii! i •

!iiiiii , __i',i',i_i_',;iiiiTi_'_7_i i --- _ ,1

::::::::i!!_siiN 0_ ii

::i_i::iiiii::i_i::7:iii::i_i!t

___?ii?i?i!i!i?i _. ...._!ii::::i_{;::iT_:: " • ,

!ii _ _

!iii ii The Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Five-Year Plan, FY 1992-1996, addresses

iiiiii!iiiii Environmental Restoration, Waste Operations, Corrective Activities, and Technology Development at
iiiiii!iiiiiiiiii!iiiiili nearly 100 sites located in 34 States and Territories.



EM Manages Four Categories of Radioactive Waste.*

High-LeveE Waste (HLW)is highly radioactive waste material resulting from the

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. lt includes liqtlid waste produced directly in
reprocessing and highly radioactive solid waste derived from the liquid. Some HLW

contains elements that ciecay very slowly and remain radioactive for thousands of years.

Most HLW must be handled by remote-control frorn behind protective shielding. Spent
fuel from civilian nuclear power plants, which ir a!so classified as HLW, is the
management responsibility of the DOE Offic3 of Civilian Radioactive Waste

_iiiiiiiiii_iiii_i_Management.

iiiili ,ili!iiiiiii;Low-Level Waste (LLW)is any radioactive waste not classified as high-level

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii waste, transuranic waste, spent rluclea_"fuel, or byproduct material, lt is generated by
_;_;;_;_:=_;_:_uranium enrichment processes, reactor operations, isotope production, medical
iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ildiagnostic procedures, and research and development projects. lt is typically_.iii!iiiii;iiiiiiii_ji!i_

ili iliili contaminated with small amounts of radioact!vity dispersed in large amounts of material.
iiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiil;iii!;LLW is usually rags, papers, filters, tools, equipment, and discarded protective clothing
!_!i_i:_iiiiiii_iii_i_;i_.,,.,......,,..contaminated with radionuclides. Some LLW material requires shielding during
_!iii!ii_iiiiiii!iiiiiil .......

iii!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiilhandling and transportation activities.
::::::::::::::::::::::::v.............,.....-.

iiii_i_i_!_iiiii_!_i_Transur_nic (TRU) Waste is mostly LLW contaminated with alpha-particle-
iiii!iiiii!iiii_:=:_:_,:::_:_:_:_:_:_,emitting isotopes which have decay rates and concentrations exceeding certain
iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiillspecified levels, lt is produced during reactor fuel assembly, weapons fabrication, and

!i!iiii_iiiiii_ii!i:ii_i_i!i!!iiiiii!iiiii!i!i!{iiii!iiilreprocessing operations, lt contains n_n-made el_,ments heavier than uranium thus, iii!iiiiiiiiiiil

iiii_:i!i_i!iii_iii!i:_ili!the name trans (or beyond) uranic. TRU waste decays slowly and requires long term
iiiiii!ii_i_iii_iii::i!ii!i_olation. Protective clothing equipment, and tools may be contaminated with TRU::::::::::::::::::::::::: _-, ,

iiiiiili!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiilradionuclides.
i!ili!ii!ili:iiiiiiiii!i!
!iiiiiiii!i!!!iii!iiiiii_

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiii!ii

iii!iiii!iii!iiiiiii!iill Uranium mill tailings are byproducts of uranium mining and milling operations.
i iii!ili!!:;!i!iiiiiiiiiiiThey are naturally radioactive rock and soil. Tailings contain small amounts of radium
,. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::that decay and emit radon, a radioactive gas. Released into the atmosphere, radon gas

•I iiiiii!ii::_iiii!_!_iiiii_
- _:_:_:_:_:_:_...........: disperses harmlessly, but the gas might be harmful if a person were exposed to high:::::::::::::::::::::::::

ii iiii!ii!i concentrations for long periods of time.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::

!iiiiiiiii  i!i!
_;i!iiiiii_!!iiiiiiililli

iiiii{i!!iii!ili *Technical definitions for the four categories are.provided in the glossary,
:.:,:,:.::;::::::::::::;:

iiiiiii!i!ii

-i= iiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiii!ii!!   i;!ii  i i  iiii!iiii   iii!i!i!i  !ii iii!i!i  ii ii i  iiiii i   i!iii i i! iiiii iiiii!iiii iiiiiiiii ii iiiii!iiiiii! ii!iii iiiiii iiii iii i !ii iiiiii iiiii  iii iiiiiii iiiii   i  iii iii i  i i   iii!ii iii ii iiiiiiii i!ii   iiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiii  i iii iii!!!i ! ii  )i ?iii iiii  iiiii_i_iii_ii!!iiiiiiii!iiii!i!iii_!iiiiiiii_!i_iii_i!__!!ii_i_i_i_!__ii!iiii_____iiiiii_ii_!!__iiiiiiiiiii_iii__iii!i;_!ii____iiiiiiii_i_ii_i_!i!!i



li !ii!!iiiiiliiiiiiii!i!ili!iiiiiiiiiii
Radioactive Waste Exists in Many Forms. iiiiii/'ii':'

Liquid waste from reprocessing plants can be converted to sludge or immobilized in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii
solids to facilitate handling and storage. Contaminated materials, such as empty containers, ii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

protective clothing, and used equipment, are compacted and stored in metal drums, iiiiiiiiiliii

Wall and floor surfaces in certain areas of a nuclear facility can be contaminated by iii ili i
radioactive substances. The decontamination process generates additional radioactive waste !iiiiiiii@@
materials which must be disposed of. ii_!iiiii_i_i

!!ii!i_,i!_ii!',iii!!iiii!
I_ :::::::::::::::::::::::::

I :::::::::::::::::::::::::

I _ ....:,S's,._"':}.!Y

i'!i_!i_'i'!!' ' iii i
_' :::::::::::::::::::::::::

' _ iiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
, ' ' ii_i!i!!_i_!iiii_ili!iiii

"_ _";_ ;ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

High-level waste needs heavy shielding Radiation from most transuranic Engineered barriers can effectively iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!i!iiii!iiiii!ili

to confine penetrating radiation and waste is blocked by a storage isolate low-level waste from the i iiiii}ii
!:i_i_i_i_i:i_i_i_i_i_i:dissipate heat. container, environment.

i i iii

!i!iiiiiiiiii',iiiii',!i!il
EM Also Manages Hazardous, Mixed, and i

i!ili. ..........................Sanitary Waste. _,_,_,_,__

i iii!!iiiiiiiiii iiiiil

;'I iiii !iiiiiiii Hazardous Waste iiiill

iiiiiiiiiiii!ili Nuclear materia,s production activities also generate hazardous waste. These toxic, iii
iiii!iiii_i_iicorrosive, reactive, or ignitable substances can affect human health and damage the i i
iiiiiiiiiiiiii environment. Hazardous waste is chemicals, such as chlorinated and nonchlorinated iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i iiiiiiiiiiii hydrocarbons, explosives, gasoline, diesel fuel, asbestos, acid, and organic solvents, metals, i i
ilil iiiii!i! and pesticides, i i
iiii!ii_iiii_!iiii Like private industry, DOE must comply with strict Federal, State, and local iiii_iii_i_ii

iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!ilienvironmental regulations in treating and disposing of hazardous waste, iiiiiii_iiiii_iiii_

iiiii!iiiiiiiiii{iiiiii Mixed Waste i!iiiil

ii!iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiil Some waste which EM manages containsboth radioactive and hazardous components, iii!!iiliii!
iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiThis is called mixed waste. _ruaLmer,t standards are bcing deve!oped for mixed wa_t_.. !!!_:!i!i!i!ii!ii!ii!i

iiiii!iiii!iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiilliii@iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiilliliiliiiil;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil;iiii@iiiiiii!iliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii!!!ii!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilili!iiiiiiiiiii!ili!ililiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iiiiii_iililiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iilii}iiiiiiiiiiiiii@i!iiili!!!iii!iii!ii!iiiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiiliiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiii!iiiiii!@iiliii!iiliiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;ii!iiiifilliiiiiilii



EM Also Manages Hazardous, Mixed, and
Sanitary Waste (cont).

Sanitary Waste

Sanitary waste is routinely generated by normal housekeeping activities, lt is neither ....
radioactive nor hazardous. This waste is garbage and is disposed of in sanitary landfills. Sanitary
waste also includes liquid effluents which are treated in sewage tr,,atmentoplants.

EM Also Manages Contaminated Soil and Groundwater.

Other waste EM manages from past activities includes soil and groundwater
contaminated with radioactivity, hazardous chemicals, or both. EM's site characterization and
cleanup activities themselves will yield additional challenges when materials dug up to satisfy one
set of regulation:, must be reburied according to another set of regulations.

g

I

i
-- The 881 Hillside area at Rocky Flats Plant in Golden, Colorado, is an Important cleanup project. The site.... iiiiiii:jii_i!i_il

contains radioacttve and chemical waste dattng back to the 1950 s and 1960 s, The cleanup work focuses on .......................................

......................a system to remove chemical contaminants from groundwater, lt involves constructing an underground iiii::i::i::iiiiiii::i::iiiii
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::{]am an6 wai_r-_uiiect,or, sy'steFnat tha basa of tha hill=Ida to intercept groundw_=.tercont__.m!natedwith _::_::!!!::!!!!_!_::_!_!_::_!
iii!i!i_i_i!i_iii!i_i_iorganic chemicals. !iiiiiiiii!!i!i!i!iiiiii

iiiii___i_!!!i!!!!i!_!_!!!!!!!!!_i_i_!!iii__iii_i_i_iii_iii___iiii!__i_i!i_ii!i!_ii_i__i!i!_i___iiiii_iiiii_!!ii!i!iiiiii__iiiiiiiiiii_iiii__!i!ii__iiii_i__iiiii!i_i__ii__iiii__ii!iiii_i!iii__!i!ii!_iiiii!i i! !ii i i  iii  ! ii iii   !i!ii ii!iiiii i  i   i iiiiiii ii iii i ! iiiii!i  iii iiiiiii! i!i! i!! !ii iiii iii iii iiii ii i iiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!i!iiii!iiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili i! !iiiii!ii!iii!iiill
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i!ii!iiiil

I j j .... _
I 100 YARDS I // /" If :::::::::::::::::::::::

v__ P" I i!iiiiiiii!i!_iiii_iiI/_._ ili!iii_i!iiiiiiiii_ii
J :!:!:i:i:i:i:!:i',i:!:!

::iiii::i::ii::!::i!iii!::'ii
DEFENSE DEFENSE I ': .....................iiii_!iiiii!iiii!!iii:

HIGH-LEVEL WASTE TRANSURANIC WASTE iiii!ii:iii!_iiiiiiiii
TOTA L: 65 YA RD S I :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

) :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ii_iiii_!iiii

i iiiii!iliiii',iiii',!i!z

iii!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!
ilii

If ali DOE waste produced as of ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
December 31, 1988 were _:_
combined to fill football field i i

- ii!iiiiii!!ii!!ii!iiil
size areas, high-level waste :_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:iiiiiii!iii!iiiiiiiiil

would fill a hole 100 yards deep i_iii_ili!i_iiii!ilill
and transuranic waste would fill iiiiiii!i!iiiiiiiiiill
a hole 65 yards deep. There iiiiii!iiiiiiliiiiiiil
would be about 55 times as ;ii!iiiil
much low-level waste as high- i::i!iiii!::ii_i::iii!i::
level waste and transuranic Uranium Mill Tailings i!i!iii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiii!iiiii!iiiiiii!iii!iiiiii!!
waste combined since low-level Remedial Action Project 7,730 YARDS I ii! iiii

= waste would fill a hole about I I i!iiiiiiii!i;iiiiiiii::

9,000 yards deep. I _ I ii i i
• I I
. I I !iiii_iiiii_iii_iiiii

I I ......................

_ I iiiiii!ili!iiiiiiiiiii
f f "T / I iii_::i::_:;ii:;ii_::!!_:!:!:i:!:i:!:!:i:i:i:!

I J / i!iiiiiiiii!i_ii!iii_i
/----t F I ......................" iiiiii!i!iRemedial Action Program /340 YARDS z

i / I l// I- -I I I iiii;i;;i!i;;

I Surplus Facilitie_ I l ......................Management Program 630 YARDS- J 7.1 iii!!!iiiiii!!iiii!!iiii!

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiil , iiii!iiiiiiiill
I / t 4----'71
I Decontamination I_ -," ___ _ _1 /// /

and Decommissioning I=.../ 35 YARDS _,,

1 I I

iiiiiiili!iiiii
Defense I 650 YARDS l, I

I
I t I

_,," _b / !iiii!i!;iiii!i:_iii::il

.....LOW-LEVEL WASTE

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!::iii!ii!i , OTA L: £, 385 ......................

ii!iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiii_iiiiii!iiiiiiiiii!i_iii!iii_ii__i!i!i__iiiii_i_iiii!iiii!ii_ii!i!i_iiiiiii_ii_iiiiiii!iii!ii_iiiii!ii]iiiii!iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]i!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii]]iiii!iii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii!iiiiiiiiii!ililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiii!iilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiii!iiii!i!iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiii!!iii]ili]iii!ii!iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliii
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Corrective Activities

DOE is currently out of compliance with Federal, State, and
local environmental requirements at a majority of its sites. Corrective
Activities are activities and projects required to bring DOE's active
and standby facilities into compliance. Corrective Activities also
include those projects and activities in which Operations Offices are
able to identify specific cases in which DOE will be in noncompliance
with near-term regulatory requirements.

There are three categories of Corrective Activities:

Air Corrective Activities reduce or eliminate releases of
contaminants to the atmosphere. These releases occur through
regulated sources suchas stacks and exhaust vents and must

!iii_iii_!_i_i_i_i comply with the Clean Air Act, which includes the National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) Progra_.

i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!i!iii!iiiii Water Corrective Activities reduce or eliminate releases of
cont_,minantsto surface waters regulated under the Clean Water
Act which includesthe National Pollutant Discharge Elimination

I System (NPDES) Program.

iii::iiiii::iii::i_iiiii Solid Waste Corrective Activities bring solid waste management
operations that may or may not have contaminated the soil and

groundwater into compliance. They are needed to comply with
Federal, State, ann local solid waste and groundwater
requirements. The following Federal Statutes apply to the solid

I

. waste corrective activities category: the Resource Conservation and
I Recovery Act (RCRA), the Atomic Energy Act (AEA), the Safe

Drinking Water Act (SDWA), and the Toxic Substances Control Act
(TSCA).

iiii!iiii!!i!!ii!i

iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!!i:!ii!iiiiii!i!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ili!!ii!ii!ii}i!iili!t
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Corrective Activities

' AIR . i. ..
CORRECTIVE ...._._

• ACTIVITIES ' ' '

GROUNDWATER
_

Correctlve Activlties covm he full range of envlronmental releases: (I) alr, (2) surface w,3ter,and
(3) soil and groundwater (st lld waste).

I
=

¢ _

I

,!

i

I

At the Kansas City Plant, a berm is being built to protect the site and the surrounding area from
contamination in case of flooding. Shown here is _.nartist's conception of the planned berm. Spill
containmet=t devices will be constructed at DOE sites where they are needed to comply with the Resource

............ .__ ...... ,-_A_._IRCgA_ and other applicable law;:

ii -- ..................
_I' ' '_"_........ "' ....



Corrective Activities

*; "" ! : _ltr..w " _' ' "_,1.I_, ' ' .... .. .._ '". "_ ,. _..''t , • ' . , , , . ._.. , ,_,_1_ .4.._. ""_'_'. :'* _ .. _v.',,_2:x_ !

The ver)tllatlon systems at DOE's gaseous diffusion plants, such as the Paducah, Kentucky one shown
above, are over 40 years old. These ventilation systems contain gaskets that were impregnated with
PCB-containing materials. Activities will be undertaken to prevent PCB oils from escaping from these
systems.

i .

_:, '_,:_ "_ i I_F)_:.:__:_:/_l _:;_r._i., _' "_.:'7

I_ i'_':'__'_- __''_ '?'_':_';':_'_ ' __i:,

............... r' ,_

!' 11_

The Central Neutralization Facility was constructed to bring the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, In
Tennessee, Into compliance with National Pollulant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) limits. The
facility treats wastewater to remove uranium and chemical contaminants.



Corrective Activities

The new Nonradlological Waste Water Treatment Project, at Oak Ridge National Laboratory In Tennessee,
treats process waste water to remove organics and metals. The operation of this facility will comply with the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) provision of the Clean Water Act.

I ' ,i' :

r "l

-. i ! J /

,,_¢_---_ _.,.iW.,,,=_,_ ._,,, -:_ _,

"t_ I .t .

A cooling tower Is being built at K-Reactor at the Savannah River Site, in Alken, South Carolina, to comply
with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) provision of the Clean Water Act.

17
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Corrective Activities

t'_ •' :-i!' : J ..21

• / _1
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¢

I .._ _, .... I _ , / __

.' , - .... ;.':_i' " , ,:: ' " . ...:'.,'::_ ' '% ,_':'

The Coal Pile Run-Off Treatment Facility at the Y-12 Plant In Oak Ridge, Tennessee, collects run

off from coal piles and 'lreats lt to avoid contamination of the East Fork Poplar Creek and to be In
compliance with the Clean Water Act.

18
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iiiiiiiiiii!iiii_ii

Environmental Restoration
i!_iiiilili!ii!iiiili

i:i:i:i:i:!:i:i:!:!:i

Past operations connected with DOE nuclear programs have _:_:_:_!:_:_=__!:!_:_:_i_=:__i_!_
resulted in contamination of a large number of inactive sites and _i_:_:_!_i_i:_i
facilities with quantities of radioactive, hazardous, and mixed waste. .:_i_::_::_i_::_:._::_
Environmental Restoration is concerned with the assessment and _!:_:='_i::i::i_:i:!:_i:;
cleanup of these sites and facilities to meet Federal, State, and local {_._
regulations. The goal is to ensure that risks to human health and :.iiiiii!il
safety and to the environment posed by DOE's past, present, and
future operations at facilities and sites are either eliminated or reduced
to prescribed, safe levels. DOE intends that facilities and sites be _::_:_::_:_:_
returned to a condition suitable for unrestricted use' however, in .............ii::ii!iiiiiii!iliiiiiii
certain instances, in-piace remedies, such as in situ treatment for ::::_:i_!_i_:i::_i_::_i_:!_i!
destruction or detoxification, and stabilization followed by monitoring, iii::ii:_:_,_:_:_::_._::_:_:::_:_::!i
may be a preferred alternative. Remediationdecisions will be made in _:_:;::_:_:_:_
accordance with the regulatory and public interaction processes iiii!:ill

-_ prescribed by law.
i',!:i:i:i

iliiiiii!iiiil
Environmental Restoration consists of two sets of activities: ::_::_i_::_::_::_i_i

Remedial Actions, and Decontanlination and Decommissioning (D&D).
Remedial Actions encompass (1) site discovery, preliminary _:__:"_:_
assessment, and site inspection; (2) site characterization analysis of
remediation alternatives, and selection of remedy; (3) remediation and _:
site closure; and (4) site compliance monitoring. Although Remedial !iiiiiiiii
Actions may deal with surface water contamination or with tanks, i!i!iiiiii
buildings, or structures, most Remedial Actions activities are
concerned with contaminated soil and groundwater. The number of

hazardous substance release sites is approximately 3,700. The iiiiiiiiii
Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Project addresses the _
cleanup of sites and adjacent properties contaminated with tailings
from inactive uranium mills. The UMTRA Project is responsible for 24
former uranium ore processing sites, and an additional 5,000 vicinity i::i==!_i:_i
properties. The Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program
(FUSRAP) addresses the cleanup of sites and adjacent properties
contaminated by activities of the Manhattan Project. The FUSRAP
scope is 31 sites, nine of which have been completed.

D&D is concerned with the safe caretaking of surplus nuclear
facilities until their decontamination, followed by entombment,
dismantling and removal, or conversion to another use. D&D tasks
encornpass: (1) surveillance and maintenance;
(2) assessment and characterization; (3) environmental review;
(4) engineering; (5) D&D operations; and (6) closeout. Although D&D
activities may deal with soil and groundwater contamination, most are

19
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Environmental Restoration

concerned with facilities such as reactors, hot cells, processing
plants, storage tanks, and other structures from which there have
been no known releases to the environment. Approximately 500
contaminatedfacilities are included under D&D.

_,_=_'_=_:=_._ The Environmental Restoration and Remediation Process

(page 21) shows that information is collected and evaluated to helpi!iiiiiiii_iii! identify and evaluate potential cleanup remedies that meet

ii!iiii!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiii=iiii!!iiiii iiiiiiliiili Compensation,requirementsConservationEnvironmentalunderandPolicyandRecoverytheLiabilityActComprehensive(NEPA).ActAct (CERCLA),(RCRA),CERCLAEnvironmental_ndtheaddressestheResourceNationalResponse,the
uncontrolled releases of hazardous substances to the environment
and the cleanup of former or otherwise inactive waste sites. RCRA
addresses the management of regulated hazardous waste and

.._:_.._:_:_:_:_.._,_ requires that permits be obtained for DOE facilities that treat, store, or
_ dispose of hazardous waste or mixed waste; establishes standards
:_:_:_:_=_:_:_:_:_:_:_ for these facilities; and requires corrective actions (e.g., remediation)

:_:_:_:_:_:_"__:_i:iii:i!i:iii:i.i=!=i:=i:=.:iiof past releases of hazardous waste from regulated waste
_i_:_ii_ii_}_i_ management units. NEPA requires that DOE perform an

environmental review, with public participation, of proposed major
Federal actions that may have an impact on the human environment.

_:_:_=_:_"_"_:_"_"_: This review usually results in an Environmental Assessment or
Environmental Impact Statement. DOE policy is to integrate NEPA
requirements with CERCLA and RCRA requirements for ali
Environmental Restoration projects.

2O



RemedialActions

, , J ,,, ,, ,,

Environmental Restoration and
Remediation Process:

DOE Assessment
and Cleanup

Phase RCRA CERCLA D&D
Terminology Terminology Terminology Terminology|

Assessment Tasks

i Preliminary RCRA Facility Preliminary Included in
Assessment Assessment Assessment Characterization

Inspection
Included as a Part of Site Inspection Included In
RCRA Facility Characterization
Assessment

Characterization
RCRA Facility Remedial Investigation Characterization
Investigation

Evaluation of
RCRA Corrective Feasibility Study NEPA Environmental

Cleanup Alternatives Measures Study Record of Decision Review
(ROD) Record of Decision

(ROD) or Finding of No
Significant Impact
(FONSI)

Cleanu _Tasks

RCRA Corrective Remedial Design Engineering &
Cleanup Action Measures Remedial Action Operation

Compliance Postclosure Operation and Postdecommissioning
Monitoring Maintenance

Note: An interimremovalremedialactionmaybe undertakenduringanyphaseof the assessmenttask,
CERCLA: ComprehensiveEnvironmentalResponse,Compensation,andLiabilityAct
D&D: Decontaminationand Decommissioning
RCRA: ResourceConservationand RecoveryAct
NEPA: NationalEnvironmentalPolicyAct

Remedial actions require completion of a le_gthy evaluation and assessment process before actual waste handling,
decontamination, treatn'lent,removal, or storage can take place.

21
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RemedialActions

Ozone
Air Generator

Contaminated
Groundwater

mp_ Sediment Clean
Filter Air Release

Pu

Clean

I Well ,_ Groundwater
Ill

_;:i ,_"; " ;' _'" _:T-,';;_'_:;'';_';;'_'::, UV lamps , ":" .......

:_;t._ i_.," ' ' _''' ' "_
• ._ _ _v,- _",_.,'<"_i'

Bedrock

At a pilot plantIn KansasCity,groundwatercontaminatedwithorganiccompoundsISexposedto ozoneand
ultravioletlightIna reactionchamber.Thepro_:essbreaksdowncontaminants,leavingonlycarbondioxide,
nitrogen,hydrogen,andwater.

Atthe SavannahRiverSite inSouthCarolina,seepagebasinsthatcollectedwastewaterare beingemptiedand
closed.

22



Remedial Actions

I ' ' 7
" ..,,,.,,,,,_

|

The four ponds In the photograph above are part of a waste water treatment facility for acid and orgarllc waste
containing uranium. In the past, the four ponds were used for disposal of these materials at the Y-12 plant In
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The liquid In these ponds was treated to remove contaminants, and the ponds were
drained and capped, as shown below.

23
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Remedial Actions

At the Kerr Hollow Quarry on the Oak Ridge Reservation in Tennessee, several thousand
potentially hazardous containers are being removed. The quarry was used for treatment of water-reactive
materials and potentially explosive chemicals, and for d!sposal of empty, compressed gas cylinders. The
quarry water contains no traces of hazardous materials.

The SONSUB Remotely Operated Vehicle (shown in the upper right-hand corner), will perform an
underwater inspection of the containers. Following the inspection, the empty containers will be removed
from the quarry area and placed in a DOE-permitted landfill. Workers monitor the submarine's activities
from trailers, as shown above.

24
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Remedial Actions

Jt,,,, ." .:. _._,_ .... -" ., _ _ .... _'-. ' '

The Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Project evaluates and cleans up sites contaminated with,

for example, fill dirt from a uranium mining site. This site in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania required complete
removal of ali buildings.

:..,_ ,_ _, .,. !_, ., _ . ,..._-

!
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Remedial Actions

The Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) ensured that this non-DOE property in Maywood,
New Jersey was remediated. Before their hazard was recognized, mill tailings were used as fill in populated
areas. FUSRAP activities include their removal and replacement with uncontaminated soil or other
uncontaminated materials. Similar cleanups have been conducted under the Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial

Action (UMTRA) vicinities cleanup program.



Decontamination and Decommissioning

$ L

i

c.....-, ..,4pw

One step in the decommis_.-_ioning of a plutonium facility in Miamisburg, Ohio Involved draining and excavating two

large liquid waste tanks containing radioactively contaminated methanol. The tanks were moved inside the building

for decontamination an6 size reduction before disposal.

,"

!! .

a_

,,
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Decontamination and Decommissioning
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Decontamination and Decommissioning

i

j

J
" Decommissioning the inactive Shippingport Atomic Power Station Involved activities ra_lng from demollshlng ali

structures to planting grass. The reactor vessel package and ali radioactive componen_'s were removed a,,cl safely
transported to a permanent disposal site.



:i:i:i:i:i

Waste Operations

Waste Operations (WO) embrace ongoing activities throughout
:i::i::iii::i_ii! DOE's operating complex. The primary purpose of these activities is to

manage and to account for and dispose of DOE waste in a safe and
environmentally sound manner. Achieving this purpose yields two
benefits, lt protects people and the environment today and in the future,
and it avoids the creation of additional waste sites.

:!:!'i:!:i:i:i:i:!

The scope of WO is to accept waste produced by DOE's
i:=;iiiti_=t:=i_:i=_i==i:_ili=:i=_iii:: processing, manufacturing, and research activities and to manage this
_::_:_i_i_i_i_:_i_::_i_i_i_i_i_i_:=_i_iwaste using appropriate treatment, storage, and disposal technologies.
i_i_i_i_ Aside from managing waste materials on a daily basis, another

fundamental goal of WO is to achieve real reductions in tile volume and
_:_i:_i toxicity of hazardous, mixed, radioactive and sanitary waste generated by
_;_ DOE's activities. Waste minimization programs are promoted at ali DOE
_:_:_._:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: sites to assist the generators with detailed planning and implementation,
_:_"_:_:_ Another majorWO goal is to provide treatment, storage, and disposal
:_:_:__:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: capacity to accommodate both the waste currently stored and waste

expected from future operations.

i!ii!!ili!iiii!ii

MINIMIZATION TREATMENT

#;i!!i!ii!i STORAGE DISPOSAL

I!! i_ii_!_!ii_!_F!_i!i_!ij_iii_iiii_iF_i_ii!_!!ii_F.;!!_i!_!!_jiiij_i_iFij_i_iii!iii!iF_i_iF_F_i_!_;_i_i_j;!::_30



Waste Operations

Waste Minimization
iiii: :i

!i_i
!:i:i',:i!

Although historically understood, in part, as reduction In waste
volume and concentration, true waste minimization must be seen as
avoidance of the generation of radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and
solid sanitary waste. DOE will make waste minimization a key _;_:;i_
objective, not only in process and facility modification, but also in the
procurement of goods and services. Waste minimization technology

is the most Interdisciplinary of the waste management tools, affecting i!ii_iii!
ali present and proposed DOE operations. Establishing a waste
minimization program requires cultural as well as technical changes
in the DOE complex. A "design for minimization" philosophy must be
adopted across the DOE system.

The goal of wLste minimization is to achieve a 50 to 80
percent reduction in manufacturing waste generation (FY 1985
baseline), within 10 years of program initiation, by material
substitution, process alteration, new production hardware, and
recycling. A comprehensive waste minimization program will _
contribute to decreases in waste treatment, storage, and disposal

costs and lower health risks to workers and the public. Technical ii!!ii
approaches are being sought to (1) optimize the number of _
production operations required; (2)increase the use of nonhazardous
chemicals and chemicals that produce waste compatible with the !!iiiiill
environment; (3)increase the use of recyclablechemicals and
materials; and (4) implement the design of new products, processes,
and facilities or redesign existing ones. Some criteria to detormine a
successful technology include improved processing yield, reduced
quantities of scrap, reduced waste andprocessing of byproducts,
reduced use of hazardous chemicals, positive return on investment,
and no loss of product quality.

_---- 31
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Waste Minimization

Waste Minimization

I Generation Prevention Waste Management
I

Recycle
Offsite .......... __ _?_'_'........................

Waste > Disposal
Source /

I /I
__t /

I ]/
I
I Waste
I
I Treatment
I

Source I
Reduction I

I

Generation prevention Is applied to manufacturing activities to reduce the amount ofwaste produced to
begin with. Source reduction, rather than recycle, Is the major focus of waste minimization. Adjusting
manufacturing processes will help reduce the amount of waste that requires treatment and disposal.
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Waste Minimization

New technology for uranium recycling can reduce waste and lower waste treatment, storage, and disposal
costs considerably at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. Scrap from machining operations Is processed and
compacted Into billets which are returned to the manufacturing operation, thereby reducing the amount of new
uranium purchased by DOE,

This new process for enriched uranium
waste minimization eliminates 100
percent of the fluoride chemical waste
and reduces the total process waste 30 to
60 percent. The uranium recovered by
this system can be ,'eused with lower
overall waste handling cost.
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Waste Minimization

RAW
MATERIALS

nlni
Illl

..................... Iii PRODUCTS
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Waste Operations _ll

Treatment .j

Treatment facilities process waste to reduce the amount and !_!_!_!_!_!_'!t!t!'.! t;!

volume of radioactive and hazardous chemical material and make lt i'i'i?ii_!'i
safer to handle, Selectionof treatment methods depends on the ii
quantity and form of the waste material, iii}!ii!iii!i!ili!

m_i.i_,ii.
Chemical processing plants take liquid waste or sludge and !}!!!!!!}}i!_

convert lt to a waste form suitable for permanent disposal in a geologic ICL
repository. Liquid wasta can be solidified by spraying droplets onto hot :::i_.......
particles and removing moisture (calcining), Sludge carl be immobilized .iiiii i

by mixing lt with molten glass particles (vitrification), iii ;_ii_i

The volume of solid waste can be reduced through processes ii,iii!il::
such as compaction, Incineration, smelting, and acid digestion, i::iiiiii{_i_!_i_i_

.........iii!!i!i_!_i!

generated to avoid the need for additional storage capacity. ::i::!!_::::............

Few mixedwaste treatment standards have been established, _ i:i_'i'_:i:_
In May 1990, Congress established four new specific waste treatment !i _i_,i_i_i
standards for mixedwaste containing mercury, lead, powdered !i ............
zirconium, and high-level radioactive waste, !{{_!_#i,.i:,::,.i_ii:i

ii!i?i_{.....
i!ii_i_ii.............
?:!.,.,.

iii!i!!,:,..........
:iliiii! iiiiii i

!i!_!i!:,!i!:,

?i?.iil;_!
:;:;;;2 ....,, ,:,:, • ..
,z.:,:,:, . .

i{iiiiiii....

i;i!!;i;i_i{

_ ii:i:.i:i:ili

ii!ii_!!i!i'ii

#i
....ilii!ii!i!iiiiiii!ii
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Treatment

OFF-GAS <++..i_+__
SYSTEM ""'--"]/ 75,000 POUNDS

II OF FORCE

MELTER/ II

 4oooo
AMPERES

OF
ELECTRICIT

I-4 GLASS ]--I_ i
I I,_,%_'_ _ _,_' _" _ _\,,^

_'_'" '_F.,v_ %_
i I1_' Lr__//--.., _, .._.L., _ _ -- _ -." 14.

I_9__£}i_ I CANISTER 1

C_
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Treatment

FLUIDIZEDBED , OFF-GAS
CALCINER SYSTEM

The New Waste Calcining Facility (NWCF) In Idaho

__ __! ._ oonvertshlgh-ievelwasteintooalclne, Llquldwaste

droplets contact hot particles Inthe fluidized bed

._.__...... ..lJ'] and solidify onto them, The granular end product istransported through pipes to stainless-steel bins,

_/J _!I_/ The bins' which have a I1," span °f hundreds °'

years_are encased In underground concrete vaults, ,,
FLUIDIZING

........__'AIR _---_;-_/__.[,y_ PP_IATEGRID !

-L. :--TJ

CALCINED 1
WASTE

..... .,,-

Remote maintenance systems in the New it,
Wacte Calcining Facility(NWCF) reduce
perso=_nelexposure to radiationand shorten
plant maintenance downtime.



Treatment

TRANSURANIC

WASIE

The volume of transuranic-contaminated

material can be significantly reduced by
various methods before storage or dis-
posal_ After reduction, the contents of
ihe drum on the left will fit in the small

can on the right.

':;?12

Compaction ofdrums makes shipping II __/_____-_.-___ j)__/_ _easier and reduces required storage and i i _- _J_AI_.-=_-_ _, i /
disposal space.

35 COMPACT CONTAINERS
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Treatment

_ 3f: +"

This radioactive and mixed waste controlled-air incinerator at Los Alamos National Laboratory, in New
Mexico, will be used for volume reduction of transuranic waste and destruction of hazardous components
of mixed waste. The incineration process, as it exists today, is the culmination of 15 years of research and
development work. The extensive off-gas containment system removes radioaciive pm_Li+i+=+,ie_J_Jce_,off-
gas temperature, and scrubs and absorbs acid gas from combustion of hazardous waste. The incinerator
has been demonstrated to safely process radioactive waste without release of any radioactivity to the
environment.

39
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Treatment

Before reduction After reduction

ft

i

h

!;

i

i,

' ., _..,.,._¢_ ,'" ;.

I

: The Waste Experimental Reduction Facility, at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, reduces
" the volume of low-level waste by a factor of as much as 300 to 1. Volume reduction extends the

lifetime of existing low-level waste disposal sites.

|
I
!
!

i
tB

1

Shown above is a liquid low-levelwaste Storage and Treatment Facility at Oak Ridge National
n -u .... ,---, :-- "lr"........ I h-...;..I I_t.,_lo_n--I w_¢_t= i.- c=trtr.-=rl in ilnrii_rPirrHind t_nks and _riodicallv
LGUIi./IOLUly III II_llll_a'OgG. bIHUlU ,v.. .v.v, wv_._ • ................ g ....... I

solidified in the solidification building. This solidification process mixes low-level waste sludge with
cement and fly ash resulting in a grout mixture. The solidified grout is stored in above-ground vaults on
a gravel pad awaiting final disposal.
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Treatment

This incinerator in Oak Ridge, Tennessee is planned for the processing of hazardous and mixed waste.



Waste Operations

Storage

Waste storage is an interim measure. The goal of the Waste
Operations Program is to eliminate the backlog of stored waste and
reduce inventories to normal operating levels. Storage of newly
generated waste will become only a short-term operational step
before disposal.

High-level waste is stored in liquid form in double-wall tanks.

II Some high-level waste is temporarily stored in single-wall tanks.
Transuranic waste is placed in containers and stacked on

asphalt or concrete pads. DOE is proposing that the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico, be the final disposal
site pending a successful demonstration period.

The majority of DOE low-level waste will continue to be
disposed of using proved and improved techniques at selected DOE
locations. Some low-levelwaste must be stored awaiting treatment
and/or disposal. Storage requirements for this waste are being
assessed.

Hazardous waste is stored in permitted DOE facilities.
Hazardous waste storage will rise to a peak, then diminish steadily as

_ advanced minimization and treatment programs are established and
implemented. Land disposal restrictions (LDR's) ensure that
hazardous waste is stored and disposed of according to specific
regulatory provisions in preparation for treatment.

Mixed waste is stored pending treatment. Most storage
| complies with current regulatory requirements. Regulations restrict

the amount of time that untreated mixed waste may be stored.

i!iiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiil!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!i!!i!iii!i!i!i!!i!i!iiii!l
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Storage

Waste storage is an interim measure.

'[_ rage _> ___ Storage @1_ --_ !!1_

HUD[_ _-_----_..._j_........__j _- "
Generation Treatment Disposa

DOE's long-term waste management goal is to end storage and begin permanent disposal.

.
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Storage

These storage tanks, at the Hanford Site in Washington State, each hold one million gallons of high-level
waste. The double-wall carbon steel tanks are encased in concrete vaults. After construction was
completed, the earth was replacedto bury the tanks. Similar storage tanks are In use at the Savannah River
Site in South Carolina.

LIQUID LEVEl_ GAUGE GROUND LEVEL
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Storage
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At Idaho, some transuranlc waste Is stored In an air.supported building. The remainder Is stored on asphalt

pads In drums, and covered with plastic and eaMh. The cut-open drums In the photograph below show

typical transuranlc waste Items. Transuranlc waste Is also stored at the Transuranlc Storage Area under
berms.



Storage

tthl)lOJl(:l I_,_'t ' "

_e

Solidified liquid low-level waste which can't be disposed of Is stered Iri steel drums It]side
collcrote w:lu Its,
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Waste Operations

Disposal ,, ,
Ii
ii!i! _ii!_
_i ii!ii

Waste Operations develops the technologies and prooesses to i!i!i..... i;i:.,_.

stored waste can begin, i!ii ii

DOE's goal is to send high-level waste to a planned Federal !!!i i!i!
repository which is proposed to begin operations sometime after the i!

.._,_iiii,,year 2000, ,i_ii :i!!i

A facility for disposal of transuranlc waste has been completed ,ii::i
near Carlsbad, New Mexico. If test demonstrations are successful, the :!!i! ii!"!

LU

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) will become a permanent disposal !iili
site. Examination and processing facilities at various DOE sites will iii,.i
certify that transuranlc waste shipments meet the criteria for disposal, iiiil

Low-level waste is disposed of by shallow land burial in } iilil
trenches and aboveground irl tumulus vaults. New technologies, !i!_iiiii!i
stabilization techniques, and site monitoring systems ensure protection _._._iiii_=
of the environment. _i iilii

After treatment hazardous waste is disposed of in permitted i!ii_=__'_

DOE facilities, _ili!2:i

Mixed waste is stored pending treatment, Mixed waste iiill
disposal facilities are being planned at various DOE sites. , ii!i:

i;i;!
i'41

:i
i

iiiii
_i_i :iili;
ii!i iil!i

..... _}ili

:i iiii
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Disposal
|

,. .
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An Experimental Program for WIPP was developed to thoroughly explore the technological issues of deep geologic
disposal in a saltbed. This room is used to test disposal technia_._es for transuranic waste using simulated waste
containers.
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Disposal
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At WIPP. sirnul_+tedtransuri_r_ic waste containers that car_be handled directly are stacked in underground
rooms. Storage locatiot_'._are recorded in a computer so every package is traceable,

• .+_. .-

•+ , +, .........

+.

Containers that must be handled remotely because ol raoiation levels are inserted into holes,bored in
the salt walls at WIPP. A specially designed machine, which emplaces the containers and plugs the
hole, can also retrieve this remote-handled waste if required.
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Disposal

[ --SEPARATOR __ Coarse GROUT

MIXER1 l __" I

\ ii
TO

SHREDDER INCINERATOR SWEPP

Transuranic waste, shipped from generating sites to WIPP, must be in a form acceptable for disposal. A
PRocess Experimental PLIotPlant (PREPP) in Idaho will use a number of devices, including a shredder like the
one shown below, to process waste. Similar facilities are in operation or are planned at other DOE sites.



Disposal

RADIATION SURVEY

'_ _- _ "

CONTAINER 1

INTEGRITY

WEIGHING l

TRU Waste

TO WIPP

I
RADIOGRAPHY ASSAY

Transuranlc waste is examined at the Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant (SWEPP) in Idaho to certify that lt
meets the acceptance criteria for WIPP disposal. Other DOE sites also have examination and certification

facilities, i.!

i+!

° . [,' !"- j

.....7.
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Disposal

Solid low-level waste is disposed of in tumulus vaults aboveground to protect the environment In humid or wet areas.
The concrete-like vaults are sealed on ali sides. This photo shows a typical loading operation for tumulus vaults at

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Tumulus I facility in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

',_._ ,. "_' ,..

ot J"
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!

The lower right-hand side of this photo shows the Tumulus I disposal facility loaded. The lower left-hand

side shows the newly constructed Tumulus II facility.
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Disposal
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Solid Iow.,level waste, such as rags or gloves contaminated with low levels o1 radioactivity, are safely disposed of
by shallow land burial In dry areas. When ali available space in the trenches is used, earth and a protective
covering for erosion control will be placed on top of the waste containers.
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Technology Development

Technology Development (TD) seeks to resolve major
!!!!! technical issues and rapidly advancebeyond current technologies for
!_!!_ Environmental Restoration and Waste Management activities. TD
...... supports the 30-year compliance and cleanup goal and will reduce
iiiii overall program costs.
i:!:i

Long-term TD goals are to: (1) become the international

iii::i leader in technology development for environmental restoration andwaste management operations; (2) expand the talent pool for site

ii cleanup and waste management through significant support of
_i:=i:_ education in science and technology; and (3) provide effective
iii!il support to EM in the identification and resolution of technology needs.
'_!_:i_ Attainment of these goals will reducewaste generation, overall costs,
i!i!:
_,_i and risks.
:ii!i

!ilil Several broad TD program areas have been established.
They include Research Development, Demonstration, Testing, and
Evaluation (RDDT&E); Technology Integration; Education; and
Transportation (which will be discussed in the next section).

!ii!i The RDDT&E Program develops, demonstrates, and transfers
needed technologies to Environmental Restoration, Waste
Operations, and Defense Programs. These technologies will

ii_!i minimize the toxicity and volume of waste; manage unavoidable
_i_i! waste more efficiently and safely; accomplish faster, better, cheaper,
_:_ and safer remediation of waste problems; and produce safe,
2,i

iill permanent disposal of waste within regulatory guidelines.

_,_,=_i The RDDT&E Program is executed in three phases'
Innovative Technology (IT); Research and Development (R&D); and
Demonstration, Testing, and Evaluation (DT&E). The lT phase _

_=_:_ stimulates new and better approaches to ali aspects of environmental
_._._iiiil restoration and waste management. R&D supports research applied
ii{_i to developing waste management technologies. DT&E validates
i!iil technologies by demonstrating effectiveness, cost savings,
i_iii improvements, and risk-reduction potential.

ili!,

_i_il RDDT&E is organized into integrated demonstrations and
" programs that focus activities toward the end objective.--afully

workable, faster, and cost-effectivetechnology. The integrated
demonstrations and programs are the mechanisms to help move the
technology products from the universities, industries, governmental
agencies, international agencies, and DOE laboratories and sites into

'!1
i!!!i! !!!iiiiiiiii,il;i!!i!!i!!!I
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Technology Development

!

the hands of the user. The integrated demonstration is the cost-
effective mechanism that assembles a group of related and

' synergistic technologies to evaluate performance individually or as a
" complete system in correcting environmental restoration and waste

management problems. Integrated Demonstrations will be conducted
in the areas of (1) Groundwater and Soils Cleanup, (2) Waste
Retrieval and Waste Processing, and (3) Waste Minimization and
Waste Avoidance.

Groundwater and Soils Cleanup technologies will be
developed and advanced through integrated demonstrations that
(1) remove or reduce hazardous toxic materials from contaminated
groundwater and contaminated soils underground or on the surface;
(2) remove or reduce the radioactivity levels; and/or (3) provide
interim or temporary measures to retard migration of hazardous
materials until a suitable technology can be developed or until

i agreements can be reached on the applicable compl ance

requirements.

Waste Retrieval and Waste Processing technologies will be
developed and advanced through demonstrations that (1) remotely or
otherwise excavate or remove contaminated material from the site or
tank; (2) process contaminated material'into a suitable form for
shipping and/or disposal; (3) treat and dispose of waste arising from
operations; and (4) decontaminate and decommission materials,
equipment, and facilities.

Waste Minimization and Waste Avoidance technical

approaches include substitution of solvents to reduce or eliminate the
use of hazardous chemicals; development of alternative metal-
forming processes that consume less stock and yield less waste; and
recycling of scrap. Minimization goals for reducing waste generation
range from 50 to 80 percent.

TD's Technical Integration Program ensures implementation

of rapid, efficient technology for environmental restoration and waste
management, lt does this by encouraging the transfer of technology

' among Federal agencies, industries, universities, the national
laboratories,and the international sector.
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Technology Development

Finally, TD's EducationDevelopment Program identifies
DOE's human resource needs for environmental restoration and
waste management and develops Innovative programs to ensure the

, needed human resources are available to meet the 30-year
compliance and cleanupgoal, lt encourages the academic
community to focus on environmental restoration and waste
management science and technology and stimulates students to

| pursue environmental management careers. The program also aims
to involve minorities, women, Native Americans, and disadvantaged
persons in environmental programs. To pursue these goals, pilot
DOE-university partnership programs, scholarship and fellowship
programs, and an outreach program for grades K-12 have been
established.

ii !i_i_i_i!!!!!!!_!!!!!!!!!i!!!!_i!!_!!!!i_i!i!!!i_!_i!i!!!i!!!!!_:!_!!!_i_i!!!!!i_!!!!!!:!!_!_!_!_!!!:i!!_i_:_1:_:!1:!!_:_:_:!:_:!::!::!:!:!:! 60
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Site Characterization and Assessment

The Infrared photo shows areas where moisture is retained near the ground surface (shaded). These areas represent
disposal trenches which have trapped Infiltrating groundwater.
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SiteCharacterizationandAssessment
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Integratlonofremotesenslngand computertechnologyIsused fornon-lntruslvecharaoterlzatlonofwastesltes,
Ultrasonic Ranging and Da_;aSystem (USRAD$) was originally developed to survey properties suspected of
containing uranium mill tailings, lt uses ultrahigh-frequency sound to determine the path of the surveyor and
transmit data from the Instrument sensor carded, A nearby portable computer processes data from USRADS and
creates a real-time display of the results, Non-Intrusive surveys can be conducted rapidly and are less expensive
than drilling which may spread contamination and create leaks In the waste site, USRADS Is being adapted to
many types of sensor Instruments such as the EM-31 Terrain Conductivity Meter to characterize buried waste that
Is electrically conductive.
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This Is an example of survey results taken from the EM-31 Terrain Conductivity Meter shown above, A "bathtubbing"
burial trench--partially filled with water--Is clearly delineated.
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Treatment

B_neath the largo gas exhaust hood, electrodes melt and solldfy soil and waste material to Isolate contamlnant_
from the environment, Shown Is 10 tons of soil vitrified In the pilot scale test.
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Remediation

__ LAMP

Reseal"chel_s are workll-]g en a system to
monitor the effectiveness of

<.L:7envlrorm_ental bar,'lers designed to . .) LENS
prevent mlcjratlon of contaminants outside

the disposal area. The system uses DETF_C;TOF_
chemically sensitive fiber optic sensors,

calledop,rodes, A bundle of sensors, '_i I_E.NS _ M
each treated to react to a different /,,

I IRROR

In the light reflectivity of a patllcular _ i!!iiii::sensor Indicates the presence of a
specific contaminant. FII-rER i_I

OPTRODE FIBER

,,,:_" , ',',:,.',',:,',':',',',',',,':,v:,'.,',:,
,:',::,'t,,',..,,',v.',',','t.',,,,,',',,',,',v,'::,,,,,',.,;'.,,..v '_,'l':,,,v,,,'.':,':,v,
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Remediation

",_ _ J" , , ib

'

i;, " .,,, Research to h'nprove disposal
,,, methods Is carried out at a number
/'_ of DOE sites, A researcher at Sandia

National Laboratories In New Mexico
(left), develops Instrum_'nts to
measure the effect., el radiation from

.... ' a nLiclear Waste container on salt
I,A fortnatlons. Demonstrations show

that Improved covet' systems (below)
, ensure Isolation of buried low-level

i., waste from the environment.
.,

, .,

, _
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Remediation
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Robots have many applications in environmental restoration and waste management. Field sites can be safely
excavated by robots Aquipped for digging arid handling large objects.

,_.

i , ....

• i

!
,J

Robotics may be the only way to safely disassemble highly radioactive systems. Using robotic equipment, tanks
can be emptied without excessive human exposure.
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Remediation
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Using robotics, facilities can be efficiently decontaminated, dismantled, and decomlssloned.

i (_} +...._' I+ t"+

!
.+

- ._Y

i" +_'

With the use of robots, laboratory operations can be made more precise and can operate with less human
participation.
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Remediation

One of the most promising, coo,t- _ll t!__;

effective, and efficient methods of _'
treating contaminated soil uses bacteria.
Some microorganisms convert toxic !_ _ _')t, -'_"

metals into a form that is less toxic or .,_innocuous to the r_nvironment. Other " '_i'_, " i '

biological treatment systems convert _ , _

organic contaminants into water and _.!_carbon dioxide. The systems have been
tested In the laboratory and the i_,!i

1 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)is now evaluating field studies.
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Remediation

Bioremediation Technologies
'Liquid Phase Gas Phase

(Biologically Assisted Soil Washing) (Biologically Assisted Soil Venting)

i i -'-
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Biologically assisted restoration technologies include soil washing and venting, In biologically assisted soil
washing, water with added nutrients and air Is pumped Into the contamination zone, and contaminated water Is
pumped from beneath the zone through a bloreactor in which contaminants are destroyed or trapped. The
effluent is fertilized with nutrients and air and returned to the contamination zone to restart the cycle.

In biologically assisted soil venting a combination of air, nutrients, and methane are injected, with an Inoculation
of microbes If needed, below the contamination zone. As the contaminants are degraded, the volatile products
are collected from above the contaminatlon zone and cycled through a bioreactor for further processing.



Waste Minimization

Waste Type Reduction goal* (%)

Transuranic 60

Low-level 80

Hazardous 80

" Mixed 80

Sanitary 50

The previous photos showed technology development activities in the arc_asof site characterization and
assessment, treatment, and remediation. These activities are Integral to achieving EM's environmental
goals. Waste minimization technology development efforts, which focus on reducingwaste generation, are
also necessary to achieve EM's environmental goals. Waste minimization goals forwaste reduction range

I from 50 to 80 percent. This chart showswaste minimization goals for weapons manufacturing and is based

on FY 1985 manufacturing waste generation rates using volume or weight as appropriate.

!
li

OLD PRODUCTION METHODS NEW PRODUCTION METHODS RECOGNIZINGPRODUCT WASTE MINIMIZATION

f i10 ooo MATERIAL _PRODUCT

OLD PROCESS ()' -- - -'-J -'*_qlJ'V(_(_ (_

-O_ NEW PROCESS

Ioooll
Iooo

WASTE PARTICLES
SOLID WA,_TE _j

New designs and manufacturing processes will result in efficient material usage and reduced waste.
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iili_

Transp orta tic n I
i;!;!

ii!il

!iii!

DOE safely and efficiently transports secure shipments_of !i
material used in DOE program activities. Although radioactive ii_'i" iiii_,ii_!i!iii!i ........i!i!i

material makes up a smallpercentage of the material shipped by .._..,=
DOE, they receive, by far, the most attention. The radioactive _=_;_;_;i_i_i_i_i_i_;_;_;_;_,_==_

!,,!,,

material shipped ranges from relatively low levels of radioactivity, i,i,
such as uranium ore, to more highly radioactive material, such as iiii
spent nuclear fuel. Byproducts from processing this material, as well !iiii
as the production of other useful radioisotopes, are shipped for use in !iiii !i_i._i!ii!_i_!_i_i!i:.iiiii!ii,,iii
medical treatment, industrial processes, consumer goods, and !=_iiiiii!!_?._ :_ill

_!'.i:i '.i'.i

research programs, iliil '_ili_..,.._.....!;i!i ....

i.,i:!_:ii_ i!ill
DOE has a system to protect workers, the public, and the _"?_ _ .._'_

environment from the potential hazards of radioactive material. This i ii '_iiii

system is based on a simple principle--if a packagecontains enough _,iiil
radioactivity to present a significant risk of injury or property loss if ?.?._
released, then the package must be designed to retain its contents i_

during severe transportation accidents. Protection is provided by the iii ii_packaging, rather than by relying on special handling, routing, or the ii!ii _'

performance of transportation workers. As a result, there has never il,li iliiiiI
been a death or injury due to the radioactive nature of DOE's cargo. ,_,_

...,.:i!i! ii!i!
DOE's packaging must be capable of surviving a variety of _ _,_ii!i: i_i_i

stringent tests. They must be capable of._ _rvivinga 30-foot drop ii!! ii!i! ....
onto an unyielding surface, a drop onto a spike, a hot fire, and eight !iil ..:
hours in 50 feet of water. Material containing lower levels of ilil i!!_:!
radioactivity does not require as much protection, but still must be _i_i =_!ii!_,..i_i_i_!_i.....
packaged in high-quality packaging designed to withstand ordinary _
handling accidents. These packages must be capable of surviving ii?,i :iii!i
water spray, drop, compression, and penetration tests. =_;_'_

The stringent packaging requirements combinedwith strict iliii' !fill

regulations and procedures governing the shipment of radioactive
material, ensure radioactive transport is a safe activity. DOE follows _ _ _?_
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations, including _ii!!_ ::i_i;=
training, placing and securing the cargo, identifying the material on "_ ;ii_._
packages and vehicles through labels and placards, providing !i!ii _'_
detailed information and emergency response contacts on shipping _:
papers, maintaining the vehicles, and selecting the best routes. For ........ _,_= i_j_,_

shipments containing higher levels of radioactive material, the carrier :ililmust use an interstate highway system, including beltways around i:_iii

major citie._. State and Tribal authorities may designate an alternate __iiii! !iiii
route after consulting with other affected States and municipalities iiiiiiiiiiiii___i_t_i;ili_i i _i i!!i!ili --

:i and following DOT guidelines for a satety analysis, iiiii!iiiiiiili_iii ii! i_ii!!_!!!i_!ii!i!ii!_=_i!!!!_!i!i!i_i!!ii_i_!i!_!_ii!i_i_!!_!i_ii!!!..ui!_i_!!i!_....... _:_!_ii_:!i!`_i_i!i!_i_i!_i_iii_!_!_:_i_;_!_:_iii_!_!_i_ii__:iliiii=:
!!:!:!i!',!ii!!ii'_!........



ilii:ii!ililiiii!i!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii......._._............ .......

i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i_i!!!i!i_!_i!i_!!!_!

t
Transportation

:;',k

..... i

..... EM's Transportation Management Program (TMP) develops
iii! policies and management procedures to facilitate and coordinate the
ilii many elements of DOE transportation, including the shipment

_l":i!:_='i,'i{!iii!!iiiiiiiiii radioactive material and waste. In addition to developing safe

of

li " ,,_. guidelines for DOE's packaging, including packaging maintenance

I ==_=_i and use, TMP conducts other operational activities such as!i!!i ili ii:_i!i!i!i_i:_i_i'_;ii_:iiiinegotiating rates and services, developing carrier selection
!i'_il ?,iii ';_:',;'.::;'.;_:'._:_:................. :,i::;i:i:i:;i:i:ii standards; training DOE and contractor employees and others on
!',!'_i::i:i'=i!!ii!i:;_;_i:i:;_i:i.i.;ii:regulations and procedures governing radioactive and other
,_iii,_i,_!_!_,i,_i'_!'_ii_i_'_:_....

!ilii!!! iii(iiii ii iiil,i,!{iiii,i{iiiii:ili,: hazardous material shipments; and maintaining data systems to

iiii:_,?,i.,=.,!.,?,_:_,_enable DOE and other interested parties to retrieve and analyze
_:_ii_i_i ii information on DOE shipments. TMP also appraises DOE field
iii!iiii:,:.iiiiiii:.ii__.?._:4_:_,:,i,_ operations to assure they are in compliance with regulations and
_ ii ?:_i::i::iiiii::::_:_:; procedures.iili:_ i,_!=_:!!:.!:.!:.!:.!:.!:.::.!:,::.

[iiii[ : :iii:=;;i;:i;:?::,;,iii':iii_:;':!
ii:i!:i=={:ii::iii::i:=i::i,:

':i_{! fill _iii!iiiiii:.;:!ii!!iiiiiii!iii::i TMP's Research and Development (R&D) Program ilnproves

_ .....=:=.i_:_,_ and developsnew transportation systems and packaging designs to
........................meet DOE needs. The R&D Program develops and maintains

iiiii! computer programs to assess the risks and consequences of

i ::::_::i transporting radioactive material, maintains facilities and equipment_'_:_,_?_ iiii!!!i!iiiiii: for testing and modeling package designs, and works with regulatory
ii i_:!_:ii:_::i;_:i:_.:_::_,::_:' bodies to achieve a single technical position on transportation

....... _ :,,;_:_;_,_ regulatory issues.

............ _{__{ In addition, TMP supports an Emergency Preparedness?:ii!.............: ::!:i i!ill iiii

iiii:.......ii iii!_:?:_i:=i:'_i!iiiiiii!_iiiii_iiiiii Program to coordinate DOE-wide policies and activities for
!i:_:__II transportation incidents. This Program supports regional emergency

i!ii:_ili_.:_._:.._i._?:i.:i_i_i.:iiii:.i_:i!!!!i!_:i!i!i!iliresponse workshops for DOE and State and local public safety
!i!!!iiiiiiiiiUi}i personnel. The Emergency Preparedness Program also sponsors a

i iiiiiii!!ii:iii!iltiiiiiiiiii_iitracking system called TRANSCOM to monitor the movement of
_:_ i specified radioactive material shipments.

i!iii!i!iiiiiiiii. [ii!:_ TMP's Institutional Program facilitates interactions between
: DOE and those interested and affected by DOE's transportation

........................_!_!__:::_ activities, and encourages resolution of transportation issues.
iiiii!iiiiiiiiiili_ _'__ii!_?._:_..?._..?,_..?.Productive exchange is reinforced by the development of

iiiii_i::;_;_;_;__'_i__=i__, :_i_i:_:_:_i_;_::__;_;:;i
_!_,_ _ _i_i_:_,,=_i:=ii:_:,_._=_i:_i::.... transportation-specific resources such as telecourses, videos,

_.,?,_,.?,_,_,_iiii ii._i.__!i:,_:_i:_=._:i::i:_i::_::_iexhibits, models, and written materials.iii iI ilii:_iiiil These activities support DOE's commitment to protect thei health and safety of the public and the environn_entduring its
..,I.,:.... _ ,.-_ ,'-',,,41_,'_,,-,fi,,a _nr4 nfhar h_r4.'_l I¢ m_tArinl _neJ waste.
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Transportation

,, ,,.,.

II Department of Nuclear Regulatory
Transportation Commission

ll=l

[ / Department

Energy _._ ....

Environmental - _.. .S U.S. Postal.----...___-_ J"
Protection Agency ___.... 1- Service

International Atomic
Energy Agency

..... , i i

Transportation, especially for radioactive material, is highly regulated by Federal, State, and local laws.

] I r----.._

"--'-161-------4
-------e i i-----..

_,_

Impact-resistant packagings, called casks, provide safety for radioactive material shipped by rail ai-_ iruck.
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Transportation
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Radioactive material Is shipped I_ secure packages, Type A packages contain small amounts of radioactive

material at_d are designed to withstand nonnal conditions of transport.

Type B packaging Is designed to contain more hazardous and larger amounts of radioactive waste, lt can withstand
scvcrc accident cend!t!r_ns _nd _:ontaln radioactive material under any circumstance.
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Transportation

__ 3 rFEET
30-.FOOT 14750 F UNDERWATER

DROP FOR 30 MINUTES FOR 8 HOURS

(UNYIELDING SURFACE)

FREE DROP PUNCTURE THEFtMAL IMMERSION

Packaging for large quantities of radioactive material must survive severe acaldent conditions, These test conditions
exceedthose conditions expected during actual shipping. In the photograph below, a cask Is raised Into position for

a free-drop test onto a massive unyielding surface.
:'_,.._l ._,.. ,/. 1 .,i

|

t
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Transportation

To evaluate the validity of the design and construction of packaging used to carry highly radioactive material,
real-life demonstrations were staged, A truck-mounted cask was struck by a locomotive traveling at 80 miles per
hour,

i
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Transportation

| __
e..,!ll_. _,.............. ..... |_

J . ' , _,,_,iI;):_'_

II

As shown on the prevlaus page, the locomotive was destroyed but the cask was only slightly dented, lt suffered
no loss of structural Integrity or shielding and no release of simulated radioactive material occurred,

DOE provides extensive training courses on hazardous material Identification, regulations on shipping radioactive
material, and emergency response.



Transportation

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE

l
/

/
/

N NNA /

/
/

/

• ",,/RADIO

NAVIGATION \_

SYSTEM I_ I_

/_ SATELLITE
"- DISH

USER

TRANSCOM CONTROL CENTER

A system combining the toohnologles of land-based navlgatlon, satellite communloatlon, oomputerlzed database
management, user networks, and ground oommunloatlen, traoks some shipments of radioactive material enroute,
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Glossary

Alpha Palllcle: A positively charged particle emitted by some radioactive
materials urldergolng radioactive decay, Alpha particles are the least penetrating
of the three common forms of radiation (alpha, beta, gamma); they can be stopped
by a sheet of paper, Alpha particles cannot penetrate skin, but are harmful if
Inhaledor Ingested,

Atomic Energy Act (AEA): The Act (1954) which placed production and control
of nuclear materials within a civilian agency, originally the Atomic Energy
Commission,

Beta Particle: An elementary particle emitted from a nucleus during radioactive
decay, Beta particles are easily stopped by a thin sheet of metal, Exposure to
beta radiation can cause skin burns,

Burial Grounds: Areas designated for near-surface disposal of containers of low-
level radioactive waste and obsolete or worn out radioactively contaminated
equipment,

Buried Waste', Low-level radioactive waste that has been disposed of by near-
surface burial0

Byproducts: Radioactive materials resulting from the productionor processing of
nuclear materials, Some byproducts have beneficialcommercial uses,

Calcining/Calcination: The process of making unconsolidated powder or
granules by therrnal evaporation and partial decomposition (release ofgases) of
high.level waste,

Canister: A container for radioactive solid waste Iorms, especially high-level
liquid waste,

Cask', A thick-walled container that provides shielding during the transportation of
canisters of highly radioactive materials,

=,; Characterization: Facility or site sampling, monitoring, and analysis activities to
| delermlne the extent and nature of the release, Characterizationprovides the

basis for acquiring the necessary technical Informationto develop, screen,
analyze, and select appropriate cleanup techniques,

Clean Air Act (CAA): The purpose oi tills Act is to "protect and enhance the
quality of the Nation's air resources," Its prlrnary application Is through permits to
regulate new and existing facilities, Of Increasing Importance are the National
Emissions Standards for Flazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), The CAA was

passed in 1970 and was amended in 1977 and 1990,
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Cleanup: Actions taken to deal with a release or thraat of release of a hazardous
substance that could affect humans and/or the environment. The term "cleanup" is
sometimes used interchangeably with the terms remedial action, removal action,
response action, or corrective action.

Clean Water Act of 1977 ICWA): Amendedthe FederaiWater Pollution Control
Act passed in 1956. Its objective .isto "restore and maintain the chemical,
physical, andbiological integrity of the Nation's waters." The Act's major
enforcement tool is the National Pollutant Di:_chargeEliminationSystem (NPDES)
permit.

Compliance Agreements: Legally binding agreementsbetween regulators and
regulated entities that set standards and schedules for compliance with
environmental statutes. Includes Consent Order Compliance Agreements, Federal
Facilities Agreements, and Federal Facilities Compliance Agreements.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA): Federai statute (also known as Superfund) enacted in 1980 and
reauthorized in 1986,that provides the statutory authority for cleanup of hazardous

_i _._:_:_._..... substances that could endanger public health, welfare, or the environment.Program activities includeestablishing the NationalPriorities List, investigating

_,, _i_ sites for inclusion on the list, determining their priority levp,I on the list, and

conducting, and/or supervising the ultimately determined cleanup and other

i::i::::=:::_::_::_::_::_ remedial actions.

_ Contact-handled' Waste containers thai can be handled without shielding. (See

:_#_ Transuranic Waste,) ,
iiii!ii!i!i!i

Contamination: The presence of unwanted radioactive matter, or the "soilir_g"of
objects or materials with "radioactive dirt."

: Decay: [he spontaneous radioactive transformation of one nuclide into a different
m_._ nuclide or into a lower energy state of the same nuclide.

Decommissioning: The process of removing a facility from operation, followed by
decontamination, and then entombment, dismantlement, or conversion to another
use.

Decontamination: The removal of unwanted material (especially radioactive::181:!:

-" i!!iiiiiiii!i!i material) from facilities, soils, or equipment by washing, chemical action,
mechanical cleaning, or other techniques.

i::i::i::i:=i::: Dismantlement: The removal of radioactive and nonradioact:,,.,,contaminated
equipment and rnater,JIsfrom a facility to reduce the potential hazard to humans

:i!ii!!iiii!i_ii and to meet regulations.

:;::_::_i_!_ Disposal: Finalplacement or destruction of,, ,:;,radioactive, or other waste,
surplus or banned pesticides or other chemi'. ,fluted soils, and drums
containin,-,hazardous materials from removal actions or accidental releases.

i#iiiii Disposal may be accomplished through use of approved secure landfills, surb,_,
impoundments, land farming, deep well rejection,ocean dumping, or ir_cinerai.,41.

DOE Orders: Internal requirements which establish DOE policy and procedures
for compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
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DOE Waste" Radioactive waste from any activity performed in whole or in part in
support of DOE atomic energy defense activities: excludes waste under purview
of the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC,)or generated by the commercial
nuclear powdr industry,

Engineere_'_Barriers: Features of a disposal site constructed of materials
designed 1J isolate radioactive,materials from the environment,

Enrichment: A process b_,which the natural ratios of the isotopes of a given
element are altered.

Entombment: The process of sealing or burying r_.dioactivelycontaminated
materials to prevent dispersal or intrusion.

Environmental Assessment: A written environmental analysis which is
prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)to determine
whether a federal action would significantly affect the environment and t; _us
require preparation of a more detailed environmental impact statement.

Environmental Impact Statement' Adocument requiredof Federal Agencies
by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for major projects or legislative
proposals significantly affecting the environment, A tool for decision making, it
describes the positive and negative effects of the undertaking and I;;.,s alternative
actions. The report documents the information required to evaluate the
environmental impact of a project. Such a report inlorms decision makers and
the public of the reasonable alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse
impacts or enhance the quality of the environment,

Environmental Restoration' Cleanup and restoration of sites contaminated with
radioactive and hazardoussubstances during past production activities.

Feasibility Study: Analysis of the practicability of a proposal; e.g,, a description
and analysis of the potential cleanup alternatives for a site on the National
Priorities List. The feasibility study usually recommends selection of a cost-
effective alternative, lt usually starts as soon as the remedial investigation is
underway; together, they are commonly referred to as the "RI/FS." The term can
apply to a variety of proposed corrective or regulatory ar'fions.

Feed Materials" Refined uranium or thorium metal or their pure _omponents in a
form suitable for use in nuclear reactor fuel elements or as feed to uranium
enrichment facilities.

Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP): A program
under the direction of the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste

._ Management that addresses the cleanup of sites and adjaceflt properties

i contaminated by activities of the Manhattan Project.--

Fuel: Fissionable material used as a source of power when placed in a critical
arrangement in a nuclear reactor.

Fuel Cycle: ....IllU s_[ie5 of #,_H_,**"'_",,,.,,,.....;_"_l""rlin...--r,-',._l_nnlvinn_ f_J_.l.for nuclear power
reactors, lt inc!udesoriginal fabrication of fuel elements, their use in a (eactor,
chemical processing to recover the fissionable material remaining in the spent
fuel, re-enrichment of the recovered fissionable material, refabrication into new
fuel elements, transportation of materials, and disposa!of waste products.
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t ll useEera.n,nareactorAt beorother,ormnowhehruemaeras,abroae,orii_'=_i_i_'._i_{_{_!_{_i_i!ii{i FuelFabrication" The process through which fissionable metal is configuredii_i=_ into precisely shapedfuel or target elements and clad, ready for use in a
iliiii: iii production reactor.

iliiii Fuel Reprocessing Plant: A chemical plant where irradiated fuel elements are
_i:iii _:'_"_ processed to separate fission products from uranium and plutonium.
_,_._

!i!!=_!!i}ii Gamma Ray: High energy, short wavelength, electromagnetic radiation emitted
ili_ ilili by a nucleus. Gamma rays are very penetrating and are best blocked by dense
!i!i!i ii materials like lead anddepleted uranium.

i Gaseous Diffusion: A technology for separating fissionable uranium-235

::"":_ i isotopes from the more abundantnonfissionable uranium isotopesby pumping

i_ _!_!_!iil gaseous uranium hexafluoridethrough resistant barriers.

iiii!ii i!!i: Geological Repository. A mined facility for disposal of radioactive waste that....................: _ uses natural geologic barriers to provide waste containment over geological time

.......... !!iii! !! scales.i!ii!!iiiiiiii!i

!i::i!iiiii::iiiil....... i!ilii _
_i_ ::::ii:::'_:: Groundwater: Water that exists or flows in a zone of saturation beneath land
ii!ii!i!iii!i!i: ':':':' :ii!iiiii=:iii!iiii::i::i:=i surface. Liquidoccurring beneath the earth's surface, in the interstices between
_i_::_::_._::_:_:: i_:i=_!:_i::_ soil grains, in fractures, or in porous formations

! I it _i_i_::_ Gr°undwater Remediati°n: Treatment °f gr°undwater t° rem°va p°llutants'
_i_i_ Grout: A cement-like substance used to solidify and immobilize liquid radioactive
i:!:i

iiiiiiiii......
i);::!i iii::! waste for disposal or to stabilize disposal trenches.
!:!:_ i:iii

!}ilii !!!ii Half-Life: Time required for a radioactive substance to lose 50 percent of itsiilii
_ ::::::_::= activity by decay. After a .periodequal to 10 half-lives,the radioactivity has
i:i:i: !:!:i

i _ decreased to about 0.1 percent of its original value.iiii:

ilil
_i!i! Hazardous Waste" As defined in the 1976 ResourceConservation and Recovery
iiiii Act (RCRA), a solid waste, or combination of solid waste, that because of its

iiiiiii! !:!_:,!i_:_ _;=; quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, mayiiii:

i _ili_! _ cause or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in

}iiill serious, irreversible, or incapacitating reversible illness or pose a substantial
_ iili present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperlyiiii
iliiii ii treated, stored, transported, or disposed of, or otherwise managed.

High-Level Waste" The highly radioactive waste material that results from the

!iiii :_:_ reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produceddirectly irl
_:_ il reprocessing and any solid waste derived from the liquid, that contains a

!iiii{ ii combination of transuranic waste and fission products in concentrations high!i!!ii
1i:i:

_i_}_!ii}i enough to require permanent isolation, lt also includes other highly radioactivematerial that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), consistent with existing

i_:j!}?j:i:i:!:J:J'J!Jj!:i:i:Jj}iJiJ:21ijijJ:j:2:Ji}ii21111111j!ii:2
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Incineration: A treatment technology using combustion to destroy organic
constituents and reduce the volumes of waste, e.g. burning sludge to remove the
water and reduce the remaining residues to a safe, non-burnable ash which can
be disposed of safely on land, in some waters, or in underground locations.

Irradiation: Exposure to radiation of wavelengths shorter than those of visible
light (gamma, x-ray, or ultraviolet). For medical purposes, the destruction of
bacteria in milk or other foodstuffs, or for inducing polymerization of monomers or
vulcanizationof rubber.

Isolation: The placement of radioactive waste so that contact between the waste
and humans or the environment will be highly unlikely for a chosen period of time.

Isotope: Atoms with the same atomic number (same chemical element) but
different atomic weights. In other words, the nuclei have the same numberof
protons, but a different number of neutrons.

Land Disposal Restrictions (LDR's): Provisions of the Hazardous and Solid
Waste Amendments (HSWA) to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) that apply to hazardous waste placed in storage or disposal after
November 7, 1986. They prohibit the placement in or on the land of listed or
characteristic hazardous waste that does not meet specified standards.

Landfills: Sanitary landfills are land disposal sites for non-hazardoussolid waste.
The waste is spread in layers, compacted to the smallest practical volume, and
cover material applied at the end of eachoperation day. Secure chemical landfills
are disposal sites for hazardous waste. They are selected and designed to
minimize the chance of release of hazardoussubstances into the environment.

Low-Level Waste: Radioactive waste not classified as high-level waste,
transuranic waste, spent nuclear fuel, or byproducts material.

Mixed Waste: Contains both radioactive and hazardouscomponents, as defined
by the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) and the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA).

Monitoring: Periodic or continuous measuringof the quantity and type of
disch_rges or migration of radioactive waste from a management facility to
determine the level of compliance with statutory requirements and/or pollutant
levels in various media.

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs):
Clean Air Act (CAA) limits for releaseof hazardous pollutants for which no
ambient air quality standard is applicable. Under the March 7, 1989 proposed

• ruling, NESHAPS will also address radioactive releases to the air.

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969: The Act which established
the requirements for conducting environmental reviews of Federal actions that

i have the potential for significant impact on the human environment.National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)" A provision of the
- Federal Water Pollutants Control Act (a.k.a Glean Water Act) wi_ichprohibits

discharge of pollutants into waters of the United States unless a special permit is
issued by the Environmenial Protection Agency (EPA), a State, or (where
delegated) a Tribal Government on an Indian reservation.
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National Priorities List (NPL): The Environmental ProtectionAgency's (EPA's)
list of the mostserious uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous waste sites identified
for possible long-term remedial action under Superfund. A site must be on the
NPL to receive money from the Trust Fund for remedial action. The list is based
primarily on the score a site receives from the Hazard Ranking System. EPA is
required to update the NPL at least once a year.

Nuclear Fuel Cycle: The complete series of steps involved in supplying fuel for
nuclear reactors, lt includes mining, refining, enrichment, fabrication of fuel
elements, use ina reactor, chemical processingto recover the fissionable material
remaining in the spent fuel, re-enrichment of the fuel material, refabrication of fuel
elements, and management of radioactive waste.

Nuclear Radiation: Particulate and electromagnetic radiation emitted from nuclei.

Nuclear Reactor: Ar_assembly of nuclear fuel capable of starting and sustaining
a controlled chain re_:tion based on nuclear fission.

Nuclear Waste: A term usually used interchangeably with radioactive waste.

Nuclear Waste Fund: A fund established by the Nuclear Waste PolicyAct
(NWPA)of 1982 which directed DOEto pursue a program toward disposal of
commercial high-level and transuranic waste in a geologic repository. The nuclear
waste fund assesses utilities a fee to pay for siting,development, and operation of
a commercial repository. The share of the costs commensurate with the portion of
the repository committed for disposal of defense waste will be paid by DOE.

Nuclear Waste Policy Act: An Act passed in 1982 and reauthorized in 1987 that
directs DOEto design, site, and construct a geologic repository for the disposalof
high-level radioactive waste and/or spent fuel from civilian nuclear reactors.

Nucleus: The small positively charged core of an atom, which contains nearly ali
of the atom's mass.

Nuclide: Any species of atom that exists for a measurable length of time, A
radionuclide is a radioactive nuclide.

Off-Site Facility: A hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal area that is
located at a place away from the generating site.

On-Site Facility: A hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal area that is
located on the generating site.

Permit: An authorization,license, or equivalentcontrol document issued by the
Environmental ProtectionAgency (EPA) or an approved State agency to
implementthe requirements of an environmental regulation; e.g., a permit to
operate a wastewater treatment plant or to operate a facility that may generate
harmful _missions.

Plutonium: A radioactive element with an atumic number of 94. Its most
important isotope is fissionable plutonium-239, produced by neutron irradiation of
uranium-238.

Preliminary Assessment: The process o',collecting and reviewing available

information about a known or suspected waste site or release.
_
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Production Reactor: A reactordesigned primarily for large-scale production of
tritium or plutonium by neutron irradiation oi uranium-238. The term also refers to
a reactor used primarily for ;_',,_prgduction of isotopes.,i '

r

Quality Assurance/Quatt!:y Co_H._t_'ol:A system of procedures, checks, audits,
and corrective actions to e_'su;_that,aUresearch design and performance,
environmental monitoring and sampling, and other technical and reporting
activities are of the highest achievable quality.

Radiation: The propagation oi energy through matter or space in the form of
waves, rays, or streams of energetic particles. The term is frequently used in
relation to the emission of rays from the nucleus of an atom. In nuclear physics,
the term has been extended to include fast-moving particles e.g., alpha and beta
rays, etc.

Radioactive Decay: The spontaneous decay or disintegration of an unstable
atomic nucleus, accompanied by the emission of radiation.

Radioactive Waste: A solid, liquid, or gaseous material of negligible economic
value that contains radionuclides in excess of threshold quantities. Does not
include material contaminated by radionuclides from nuclearweapons testing.

Radioactivity: The rate at which radioactive material is emitting radiation, given
in terms of the number of nuc!ear disintegrations occurring in a suitably small unit
of time. The common unit of radioactivity is the curie (Ci), which is 3.7 x 101°
disintegrations per second.

Radioisotope: A radioactive isotope of a chemical element.

Remedial Action Project: A group of activities intiated to access a DOEfacility
or radioactive waste site that may require restorationto achieve acceptable
radiation levels.

Remedial Investigation (RI): The Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and LiabilityAct (CERCLA) process of determining the extent of
hazardous substance contamination, and as appropriate, conducting treatability

• investigations. The in-depth study is designed to gather the data necessary to
determine the nature and extent of contamination at a CERCLA site; establish
criteria for cleaning up the site; identify preliminary alternativesfor remedial
action; and support the technical and cost analyses of the alternatives. l"he
remedial investigation is usually done with the feasibility study. Together they are
usually referred to as the "RI/FS."

Remote-handled: Refers to 'wastewith such a high level of radioactivity that
containers holding it cannot be handled directly, See Transuranic Waste.

Removal Action: Short-term immediate actions taken to address releases of
hazardous substances that require expedited response. See cleanup.

Repository (Federal): A Federallyowned and operated engineered facility for
storage or disposal of specific types of waste from DOE sites and/or licenses.

Reprocessing: The chemical/mechanical processing of reactor fuel to recover
the fission products and the unused fissionable material.
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA): RCRA, an amendment
to the Solid Waste D;._,r"sSd=Act (SWDA), was passed in 1976to address the
problem of how to safely dispose of municipal and industrial solid waste
generated nationwide, lt established a national policy: to reduce or eliminate
hazardous waste and conduct treatment, storage, or disposal to minimize its
threat. RCRA was amended by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments
(HSWA) in 1984 to expand RCRA's scope and add detailed requirements.

Restoration' Measures taken to return a site to pre-violation conditions.

Retrievability: Capability to remove waste from its place in storage.

Risk Assessment: The qualitative and quantitative evaluation performed in an
effort to define the risk posed to human health and/or the environment by the

ii! presence or potential presence and/or use of specific pollutants.

Safe Drinking Water Act' Protectsdrinking water supplies. The maximum
contaminant levels developed under this Act are used in groundwater monitoring

::::::::::::::::::::::::: programs.

ii!iiii]iii!!i!il
Sanitary Waste: Waste, such as garbage, that is generated by normal

_ housekeeping activities and is not hazardous or radioactive. This waste is

disposed of in sanitary landtills. Sanitary waste also includes liquid effluentswhich are treated in sewage treatment plants.

i_i_::_::_::_!?_i+ Shallow Land Burial" Disposal of waste in shallow trenches; commonly used
i:_;!!_i::i::!:i:_;:_i:_ tor low-level radioactive waste.

_:_ Shielding" A material interposed between a source of radiation and personnel
:i_i_ for protection against the danger of radiation.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::
_:_:_:_:_:_ Shipping Cask: A specially designed container used for transporting nuclear

materials.

Site Inspection: The collectionof information from a Superfund (CERCLA) site
to determine the extent and severity of hazards posed by the site. lt follows a
preliminary assessment and is moreextensive. The purpose is to gather
information necessary to score the site, using the Hazard Ranking System, and
to determine if the site presents an immediate threat that requires prompt
removal action.

Site: For the purposes of this booklet, sites are lands, installations, and/or
facilities for which DOE has or shares responsibility for environmental restoration
and waste management activities.

Sludge: Slushy matter or sediment such as that precipitated by the treatment of
waste.

Solid Waste: Non-liquid, non-solublematerial ranging from municipal garbage
to industrial waste that contains complex, and sometimes hazardous,
subst_,nces. Solid waste also includes sewage sludge, agricultural refuse,
demolition wastes, and residues. Technically, solid waste also refers to liquids '

!iiii!!i!i!iii!i!i!iiiiii!iliiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!ii!i!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiii!!iiiiiiii!!iliiiii
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Spent Nuclear Fuel: Nuclear reactor fuel that has been irradiatedto the extent
thal it can no longer effectively sustain a chain reaction. Fuel becomes spent when
its fissionable isotopes have been partially consumed and fission-product poisons
have accumulated in it.

Stabilization: Conversion of the active organic matter in sludge into inert,
harmless material.

Standards: Prescriptive norms which govern action and actual limitson the
amount of pollutants or emissions produced. The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), under most of its responsibilities, establishes minimum standards.

_1 States are allowed to be stricter.

J Storage: Retention and monitoringof waste in a retrievable manner pending final
disposal,

i Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA): The 1986 Act
reauthorizing and amending the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA).

i Surplus Facility: Any facility or site (including equipment) that has no identified
"' programmatic use and may or may not be radioactively contaminated to levels that

requirecontrolled access.

Toxic Substances Control Act (TCSA): TSCA was enacted in 1976to protect
human health and the environment from unreasonable risk due to exposure to,
manufacture,distribution, use, or disposal of substances containing toxic
chemicals. Under TSCA, any hazardouswaste that contains more than 50 parts
per million of polychlorinated biphenyls are subject to regulations under this Act.

Transuranic Elements: Elementswith an atomic number greater than 92,
including, among others, neptunium, plutonium, americium, and curium.

Transuranic (TRU) Waste: Waste that is contamirated with alpha-emitting
transuranium nuclides with half-lives greater than 20 years and concentrations
greater than 100 nanocuries per gram of waste. Contact-handled (CH) TRU waste
does r_otrequire shielding and has a surfacedose rate of less than 200 millirem
(mrem) per hour. Remote-handled (RH) TRU waste has a surface dose rate
greater than 200 mrem per hour and requires additional shielding because it
presen's an exposure hazard. The dose rates at the surface of RH-TRU waste
packages fall within the 200 mrem to 1,000 rem per hour range.

Treatment: Any activity that alters the chemical or physical nature of radioactive
or hazardous waste to reduce toxicity, volume, mobility, or rende' it amenablefor
transport, storage or disposal.

Underground Storage Tank (UST)' Any tank or associated piping containing
hazardousmaterials as defined by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments
Act (Subtitle C or Subtitle I).

Uranium' A naturally occurring radioactive heavy metal element with the atomic
numberof 92 and an atomic weight of approximately 238. The two principal
isotopes are the fissionable uranium-235 10.7percent of natural uranium) and the
,_.-,:l ...... ;'"_ ")'_Q (gQ q p,",rn_nt nf n_hJral uranium)- 1 ItrI illt_ U CII IIUI I I /..**..#_.,p _ ._.o v .............
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Uranium Mill Tailings: Naturally radioactive rockand sotlthat are the
byproductsof uraniummining and milling, Tailingsmay alsocontain other
mineralsor metals notextractedin the processof mininguraniumfromore,

Uranium MillTailings Radiation Control Act of 1978: This Actdirected DOE
to provide for stabilizationand controlof the uranium mill tailings from inactive
sites in a safe and environmentally sound manner to minimize radiation health
hazards to the public, lt authorizes DOEto undertake remedial actions at 24
designated inactiveuranium processing sites and at an estimated 5,048 vicinity
properties. The UraniumMill "railings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Project
accomplishes this cleanup,

Vitrification: The process of immobilizing waste that produces a glass-like solid
that permanently captures ttle radioactive materials,

Vitrify: To form into a glass-like material by heating and melting and cooling,

"-_ Waste Immobilization: The process of convertingwaste to a stable, solid form
that encases theLradionuclidesto prevent or slow their migration to the
biosphere.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP): Research and demonstration facility
located at Carlsbad, New Mexico, intended to demonstrate safe disposal of
radioactive waste in a deep geologic environment. A decision on whether to
convert WIPP to a disposal facility for transuranic waste will be made after
successful testing is demonstrated.

Waste Minimization: The reduction, to the extent feasible, of hazardous waste
that is generated before treatment, storage, or disposal of the waste. Waste
minimization includes any source reduction or recycling activity that results in
either: 1) reduction of total volume of hazardous waste; 2) reduction of toxicity of
hazardous waste; or 3) both.

Waste Stream: Terminology used to refer to waste leaving a facility or
operation.
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